Live: first-class comfort for horses – thanks to modern transport containers.

For over 30 years, we have been ensuring species-appropriate transport for horses under the best conditions with Live. To deliver on this promise at all times, we are constantly enhancing our product. Our focus is always on comfort and safety – something we also keep in mind when selecting transport containers. With a portfolio of 50 modern horse containers, we reliably transport these sensitive animals to their destination.

- Protection against heat and cold thanks to innovative plastic materials
- Stable, non-slip flooring for optimal footing
- An especially wide ramp makes it easy for horses to enter and exit the container
- Sliding partitions prevent horses from being able to see each other
- Interior with light colors
- Sufficient air circulation thanks to large windows
- Automatic roll-up covers at the front and rear

Additional benefits of the new containers:
- Better protection when loading the horses through doors at the rear
- Variable roof edges enable flexible loading in the cargo hold
- Option for use with charter flights

We are there for you!

Your local contact will be happy to answer any questions you may have about our Live service. You can also feel free to write to horses.lufthansa-cargo@dlh.de.